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Abstract

Examples

A -variety is a set whose points are the
solutions to a set of polynomial
equations over a field . When , prime,
the counting polynomial . If , where
denotes the Euler Characteristic of the
variety over , then the variety is said to
be of type polynomial count. In 2008,
Hausel and Rodriguez-Villegas showed
that is of type polynomial count, where
is a closed surface. In 2012 we found
that is not of type polynomial count,
where is an open surface.

Let be a surface homeomorphic (can
be continuously deformed) to a sphere.
Then

As the size of the field increases, the
number of points increases as well.

Terminology.
• Free Group: A group with no
relations between its generators
other than those imposed by the
group axioms. The rank of a group is
the
natural
number
which
corresponds to the number of
generators. For example,
denotes a rank 3
free group.
• : The group of unit determinant
matrices over .
• : Here, denotes the fundamental
group of the surface and is a central
extension of the fundamental group.
• Representation of a Free Group:
A homomorphism from to .

Results
Methods
Using the fact that
,
we wrote a program in Mathematica to
see for any given and . We then
divided the set
into conjugate invariant strata; i.e. we
partitioned into sets with fixed stabilizer
type. We found that for any given and
there are 5 strata (which may be empty)
and conjectured a formula to count the
number of orbits in each strata in terms
of and . We then proved that
Where denotes the strata, and used
the counts for each to find .

a Finite Field.

, an Infinite Field.

We found that the counting polynomial
for for is given by
As a result, we found that
),
Which we found by comparing our result
to the known result of .
Hence, since
,
we conclude that
is not of type polynomial count.
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